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Markus Akermann: Awards
part of a bigger picture.
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Introduction and site visit:
New Bangkok airport.

10

Project appraisal by the
global Holcim Awards jury.

“Bangkok 2006”:
12 Culmination of first Awards
The long-awaited celebration: Fireworks at the global Holcim Awards ceremony light up the night sky
of Bangkok – as an illuminated barge featuring the famous Museum of Modern Art in Rio de Janeiro
passes by.

All about the global Awards
ceremony and winners.
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The first cycle of the Holcim Awards for Sustainable Construction came to a
furious finale in the Thai capital city of Bangkok – with a colorful fireworks
display, many smiling winners, and 700 enthusiastic guests from over 50
countries. Two global Holcim Awards Gold, a Silver, and a Bronze Award were
presented for construction projects in Venezuela, Germany, Italy and Canada.
The four winning projects cover the entire spectrum of sustainable construction and impressively demonstrate the quality of the competition, in
which originally over 3,000 projects were submitted from around the world.
The Awards ceremony was the biggest event that the Holcim Foundation has
ever held. Hundreds of people – many of them employees from Siam City
Cement, the Holcim Group company in Thailand – contributed to making
“Bangkok 2006” an unforgettable experience.
Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction

2006
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700 happy faces –
and 4 winning teams
“Bangkok 2006” offered exciting
speeches, an abundance of show elements, and unforgettable impressions. But above all, the giant twoday event produced 4 smiling teams
of winners whose projects make our
world more sustainable – which
makes us all winners!

Hospitality par excellence:
Thai hors d’oeuvres.
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700 visitors from over 50 countries –
among them the teams of the 15
Awards finalists from all continents
– gathered on April 24 in the ballroom of the Shangri-La Hotel in
Bangkok to take part in the climax of
the first cycle the Holcim Awards,
the presentation of the global

Surasun Kongsiri and Chonpunsa Narula moderated the program, some parts bilingually.

Awards. On this day hundreds of
people (not counting the 160 hotel
personnel) were on duty to handle
transfers between the airport and
the hotels, check-in at the hotels, the
organization of the event from the
traditional welcome ceremony to
the leaders of the bands and the fireworks specialist – for the enjoyment
of everyone present.
Thrilling and humorous
The guests agreed: “Bangkok 2006”
was not just the crowning conclusion of a successfully run competition; for most it was an unforgettable event that offered a very special mixture of Awards ceremony,
entertainment program, and a close
look into the world of sustainable
construction. The event was opened
by the moderators Chonpunsa
Narula and Surasun Kongsiri, who
skillfully built up the tension lead-
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ing to the announcement of the
winners. There was probably no one
present who failed to be inspired by
the Awards ceremony. After all, at
stake was not just global recognition, but also one million US dollars
in prize money.
Four winners instead of three
The first big surprise of the evening
was announced by jury head Adèle
Naudé Santos, Dean of the School of
Architecture and Planning at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT): “We were unable to single out
one ‘shooting star’ that outshines all
the others, one that alone deserves
the gold Award” she explained. “In
consideration of this, we decided to
confer the Holcim Award Gold to
two equally deserving winners. So
tonight you will not be learning
about three winning projects, but

Global Holcim Award
Gold 2006:
Upgrading San RafaelUnido, Urban Integration
Project, Caracas,
Venezuela
One the two projects that
won a Holcim Award Gold
2006 is a plan to improve
the shanty village of San

One of the many show highlights during the Awards ceremony dinner: the candle dance.

Rafael-Unido in Caracas,
Venezuela. The comprehensive ethical and environmental concept improves the socioeconomic
living conditions of the inhabitants. The winning
team, Proyectos Arqui
5 CA from Caracas, were
Silvia
Soonets,
Isabel
Cecilia Pocaterra, Maria

Ines Pocaterra and Victor
Gastier.
member
Kaarin
Jury
Taipale (Finland; center
picture below), Senior Visiting Fellow from the CKIR
Helsinki School of Economics, explained that the
project sensitively and
skillfully treats a challeng-

ing range of environmental, cultural, and communal issues. “The urban integration project not only
stands for local pride and
imagination, it is an ethically open-minded and
ecologically sensible approach to minimizing
extreme
socioeconomic
need.”

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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four. One will win Bronze, one Silver,
and two projects will win a Holcim
Award Gold.” So four teams present
could look forward to a global Holcim Award – of a total of 15 that were
qualified for this final round the Holcim Awards and that all had already

Inspiring sustainability
Before the jury announced the winners, the nominated architects, engineers, urban planners and project

clients were kept in suspense. The
top-class Arporngam Dance Troupe
presented a breathtaking show of
traditional Thai and modern dance
elements. Overall the selection of
entertainment elements offered
something for everyone – a thrill for

The exhibition of the best projects of the Holcim Awards competition attracted great interest before and
after the ceremony.

Illuminated barges representing the regions of
the world on Bangkok’s Chao Phraya river.

Global Holcim Award
Gold 2006:
Main Station Stuttgart,
Germany
A Holcim Award Gold
2006 was also conferred
for a new central train station in Stuttgart, designed
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won a Holcim Award in one of five
regional competitions.

by Christoph Ingenhoven,
Ingenhoven Architekten,
of Düsseldorf, Germany.
Jury member Enrique
Norten (Mexico; center
picture below), founding
principal of TEN Arquitectos and member of the Ad-

visory Board the Holcim
Foundation, praised the
project for its stimulating
power to breathe new life
into an urban center. “This
project innovatively incorporates material, structural, and product research into a straightfor-

ward and sustainable design for reclaiming urban
space,” explained Norten.
The new station will link
two urban quarters that
were divided, promoting
social cohesion and providing new opportunities
for leisure and interaction.
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A blend of tradition and modernity: the brilliant performance by the Arporngam Dance Troupe.

Global Holcim Award
Silver 2006:
Waterpower – Renewal
Strategy for the Mulini
Valley, Amalfi & Scala,
Italy
The Holcim Award Silver
2006 was conferred for a
regional masterplan for
the Mulini Valley in Italy.
Through preservation and

Thai children preparing to welcome the guests of the global Holcim Awards ceremony. The event logo shows
the giant Swing and the most modern bridge of Bangkok: traditional design and contemporary architecture.

innovation, the natural
and manmade environments are united in an
aesthetically
appealing
way to improve the economic opportunities of
the valley. The project was
developed by Luigi Centola, Centola & Associati,
Rome, and Mariagiovanna
Riitano from the University of Salerno, with part-

ners from Italy, Spain, the
USA and the UK.
Commenting on the project was jury member
Ashok B. Lall (India; center
picture below), Professor
at the TVB School of Habitat Studies and principal
of Ashok B. Lall Architects:
“The project elegantly
answers a diverse range

of concerns and represents a useful model for
the long-term improvement of the natural and
designed environments,”
said Lall. It shows awareness of the evolution of
the site and dexterity in integrating contemporary
materials and technologies into historic buildings.

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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A portrait of competence in sustainable construction: The 15 winning teams of regional Holcim Awards
who's projects were nominated for global recognition on stage.

those less familiar with Thai culture,
and a delight for the experts. Then
the big moment finally arrived: the
four winners were announced. (Read
more about the winning projects on
the preceding pages and at the bottom of this page.) To conclude the
ceremony all the finalists were
called onto the stage and honored

Global Holcim Award
Bronze 2006:
Greening the Infrastructure at Benny Farm,
Montreal, Canada
The Holcim Award Bronze
2006 went to an affordable housing and urban renewal project in Montreal.
The design incorporates
various sustainable tech-
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with a certificate – celebrating an international array of sustainable construction.
Good reason to celebrate
After the last applause the festivities
really got started – first with an excellent dinner, then in the garden of
the Shangri La on the riverside. The

nologies for optimum
building performance and
efficiency. The design
team was led by Daniel S.
Pearl, Mark Poddubiuk and
Bernard Olivier of L’OEUF
(L’Office de L’Eclectisme
Urbain et Fonctionnel) in
Montreal.
The project was presented
by jury member Olivia la O’

show after dark included music,
chorus singing, traditional performances, illuminated barges and an impressive fireworks show that illuminated the night sky of Bangkok and
announced to all that here we have
reason to celebrate – the global Holcim Awards have been conferred for
the first time ever!

Castillo (Philippines; center picture below), Chair
and President of the Asia
Pacific Roundtable for Sustainable Consumption and
Production (APRSCP). She
explained the great ecological and social merits of
the project, and the valuable concept, which can
be transferred to other
projects. “The integrated

method of planning is applicable for many other
projects. This is a reference
project that can be an inspiration for similar projects elsewhere in the
world,” she said. The project also shows in an exemplary way how joint private and public financing
can be arranged.
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Markus Akermann, Chairman of the Holcim Foundation and CEO of Holcim Ltd

“Looking forward
to Shanghai 2007”
“Foundations”: The Holcim Awards
have generated great international
awareness. . . but the Holcim Foundation is more than just an organizer
of a competition.
Markus Akermann: Absolutely right!
The Holcim Awards are just one part
of the commitment of the Holcim
Foundation. The Foundation has
other pillars that are just as important but so far have drawn less public attention.
What are the other pillars?
For instance, the Holcim Foundation
wants to promote sustainable construction also by funding projects
and research activities. We have created a fund to support the execution
of building projects and initiatives
important to sustainable construction as well as research in the areas
of sustainable construction, also to
encourage student and university involvement. The selection criteria are
the same ones we use for the Awards
competition: all projects have to live
up to the target issues for sustainable construction, which are becoming familiar by now.
How can a project get funding support from the Foundation?
The Foundation will only support
projects that engage a Holcim Group
company and are recommended to
us by the respective company. The
Technical Competence Center of the

Holcim Foundation will then review
the project and make its recommendation to the Management Board of
the Foundation.
In Bangkok you said that the Holcim
Foundation also promotes the academic discourse of sustainable construction. What are the next academically-oriented activities of the
Foundation?
The Foundation produces technical
publications and holds forums for
industry professionals and academia. The first Holcim Forum for Sustainable Construction was held two
years ago in Zurich. The next one will
be held in April 2007 in Shanghai;
the topic will be “Urban Transformation” (see page 15).
Why this topic?
The 21st century will see urban habitation at a scale the world has never
experienced. Already today, over
half of the world’s population lives
in urban areas – and world population is growing by 1.25 million
a week. Transforming our present
forms of urban development into
something sustainable means we
must rethink the nature of urban
living. Urban transformation raises
many urgent and fundamental
questions and opens a broad field of
issues for debate and discussion. I’m
looking forward to a fruitful event
in Shanghai.

Markus Akermann: “The Foundation has other pillars that are just as important as the Awards competition.”

Who will take part at this forum?
It’s an academic event that is open
to specialists from all over the world.
More detailed information is available at www.holcimforum.org. Group
companies can also sponsor the attendance of an expert from their
market.
How will the Holcim Awards continue?
The second cycle of the Holcim
Awards will start in the second half
of 2007. We hope the competition
will appeal again to many professionals throughout the world. The
next Holcim Awards will be conferred in 2008 and 2009.
In which city will the next global
Holcim Awards ceremony take
place?
We haven’t decided that yet, but it
will be in a different region of the
world in a city that hopefully offers
ideal conditions for such a ceremony
– as did Bangkok!

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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Sustainable development of our planet

Tolerance
and responsibility
The presentation of the global Holcim Awards was a festive event at
which sustainable construction and
the future development of our
planet was dealt with at a high level;
the 700 guests received from highly
qualified speakers unconventional,
exciting, and surprising food for
thought.
Keynote speech by Klaus Töpfer

Klaus Töpfer (Germany) delivered the
keynote speech at the Awards ceremony. The former German minister for environment and regional
planning was from 1998 until
March 2006 executive director of
the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) based in Nairobi.
With profound knowledge of the
global dimension of sustainability,
Klaus Töpfer has been a member of
the Advisory Board of the Holcim

Foundations 5

Foundation since 2004. In his very
personal speech, he pointed out how
the earth has changed in recent
decades – and how sustainable development must be shaped today:
“Part of sustainable development is
to develop ways to bring people together without losing their distinct
identities. We must make the best
use of global diversity and this is
a huge challenge! Globalization requires tolerance, which means not
compromising your own position
while understanding the other person’s position. For me, tolerance is always first being aware of your own
position; only then can you be open
to others in a reasonable way – otherwise tolerance would mean having
no position and accepting everything!”
With an illuminating story Klaus
Töpfer called on the audience to
think of sustainability not as a fixed
goal, but as something that must
be continually rethought: “Professor
Albert Einstein gave his students a
test. One student later asked Einstein why there were questions on
the test that the professor had asked
four years earlier. Einstein smiled
and answered: ‘The questions are
the same but in the meantime I have
found new answers.’ I believe this is
exactly what sustainability is about:
to be aware that we have to develop,
that we have to be open to new an-

swers. The very moment we believe
that ‘this is the answer,’ we become
ideologists – and we might as well
be forgotten. Only by remaining
open to integrating the laws of nature, the needs of society, and the
fundamentals of economics can we
solve the problems of sustainable
existence.”
Welcome by Veraphan Teepsuwan

The guests were greeted by Veraphan Teepsuwan (Thailand), Vice
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Siam City Cement, the Holcim
Group company in Thailand. He emphasized the importance of regional
identity in globalization: “In the Holcim Group, at the Holcim Foundation, and for the Holcim Awards, international means above all that we
respect regional distinctiveness. At
Holcim, regional identity has always
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Surprise by Adèle Naudé Santos

been respected. I believe this is the
right way to handle all globalization.
The diversity of cultures and identities, the recognition of regional distinctiveness, and the respect for tradition remain important values for
modern societies.”
Introduction by Rolf Soiron

Why did Holcim create the Holcim
Foundation? This question was an-

swered by Rolf Soiron (Switzerland), Chairman of the Board of Directors of Holcim Ltd and Chairman of the Advisory Board of the
Holcim Foundation. “For almost a
century, our company has always
tried to learn. We have learned,
among other things, that business
and industry must contribute to
the sustainable development of
our world. The challenge of sustainability is certainly not limited
to the manufacturing processes
under our control. It also includes
the use of our products, along the
entire chain of building and construction activities – and beyond –
including the use and maintenance of buildings, and also the
replacement of buildings. The interwoven causes and effects are
complex and in the hands of many
people – architects and planners,
engineers and regulators, developers and investors – and you and
me.”

The global Awards jury was chaired
by Adèle Naudé Santos (USA), Dean
of the School of Architecture and
Planning at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). She announced
one of the big surprises of the
evening: that not three but four
projects would be awarded. Sharing
the global Holcim Award Gold shows
the breadth of the spectrum of sustainable building projects that deserve support: “Sustainability has
less to do with buildings than with
processes and attitudes. Although
the two gold-winning projects differ
greatly and are solutions for specific problems, they both equally
represent the ideals of the Holcim
Awards.”

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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Second day excursion programs

Very old or brand new –
and sustainable
On the day after the ceremony the
guests were invited on a cultural
program. They had to make a tough
choice: either to enjoy impressive
historic buildings of Bangkok or to
experience a colossal and brand new
infrastructure project.
Thailand is the land of smiles – and
Bangkok the city of a thousand faces.
This flavor inspired the excursion
programs, to which all guests were

Leo Mittelholzer, CEO of Siam City Cement, host of
“Bangkok 2006”.

Mastermind of the gigantic Suvarnabhumi Airport: architect Helmut Jahn.
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invited. The choices that were offered could hardly have been more
different: a tour of the Grand Palace
– the royal palace – or the freshly
built Suvarnabhumi International
Airport.
Grand Palace: sustainable beauty
The royal palace of Thailand is one of
the architectural highlights of Asia
and one of the most impressive
palaces in the world. The floorplan
measures 400 meters by half a kilometer. The expansive complex includes numerous buildings, many of
which alone would be worth a visit,
for example Wat Phra Kaeo, the Temple of the Emerald Buddha. Whoever
has visited this colorful and splendidly preserved palace full of symbolism and meaning would likely
agree wholeheartedly with the summary assessment of one excursion
participant from the USA: “Magnificent!”
Suvarnabhumi Airport: gigantic
No less impressed were the participants of the other excursion, which
was held simultaneously. Their destination was the gateway to Bangkok,
the brand new Suvarnabhumi Airport, which is now receiving the finishing touches and is in the trial
phase of operation. The airport terminal is the largest in the world and
the control tower the highest. The
airport is designed for a mind-blow-

ing capacity of 45 million passengers
a year and 3 million tons of cargo –
and that’s just the first phase; the
second phase will double these figures and it is already planned. Eight
of the 120 aircraft docking stations
are designed to handle the Airbus
A380. In spite of its size, Bangkok International Airport is also interesting
from the point of view of sustainability. The air conditioning system is
rigorously designed for energy efficiency. Thai craftsmen were involved
in the construction process. The excursion participants not only got to
view the monumental building, the
tour was guided by the architect and
mastermind himself – Helmut Jahn, a
German architect who practices in
the USA. Jahn explained that airports
are more than transport nodes; they
are miniature cities that accomodate
every aspect of life.
“Proud to be part
of nation-building”
The excursion participants were
greeted at the airport by Leo Mittelholzer, CEO of Siam City Cement, the
local host company: “Creating largescale infrastructure is particularly
important in developing nations,” he
told, “and the airport is a poignant
example of such projects that are
taking place here. Siam City Cement
is proud to be part of ‘nation-building,’ a sentiment echoed worldwide
throughout the Holcim Group.”
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Holcim Awards ceremony participants getting a first impression of the new Bangkok International Airport that is currently receiving the finishing touches including the installation of Thai artwork.

Great media interest
After the excursions the
participants were invited
together on a riverboat
tour of Bangkok. Not everyone could attend, because

at the same time in the
city center an international
media briefing on the first
global Holcim Awards was
held. The four winners presented their projects in detail; Markus Akermann,

Photographers and cameramen from around the world – evidence of the
growing interest in the Holcim Awards.

CEO of Holcim Ltd and
Chairman of the Board of
the Holcim Foundation, informed the 80-some journalists in attendance from
every continent about the
Holcim Foundation; and

jury head Adéle NaudéSantos and head of the
Technical Competence Center, Hans-Rudolf Schalcher,
answered media questions
about the Holcim Awards
competition.

At the media briefing: Markus Akermann, CEO of Holcim Ltd, and the two winners
of the global Holcim Awards Gold, Silvia Soonets and Christoph Ingenhoven.

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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180 square meters of congratulations
During the event, across the Chao
Phraya river from the Shangri La and
Oriental hotels, where the guests were
staying, stood a 9-by-20 meter bill-

The giant message before . . .

board. The special attraction: during
the Awards ceremony the message
was changed. Before the ceremony the
billboard greeted all the participants,

and afterwards the Holcim Foundation thanked the winners – who had
reason to be enormously proud – in
the truest sense of the word!

. . . and after the ceremony.

Jury meeting:
Deciding the winners
The tension before the winners were
announced in Bangkok was palpable: Who would win the first global
Holcim Awards? Only the 14 members of the jury present from 10
countries knew the outcome. The
jury had identified the winning projects at a meeting in Zurich. “The decisions we made as a jury were difficult, and we struggled hard,” says
jury president Adèle Naudé Santos.
“During our two days of deliberation
we dealt intensively with many fundamental issues of sustainable construction.” The diversity of the projects to be assessed by the top-notch
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and broadly diversified jury was demanding. “As jury members we were
constantly mindful of our great responsibility: The international community of professionals will be
watching closely which projects we
award today,” reminds Santos.
“The winners will not only receive a
prize from the Holcim Foundation –
they give to the Holcim Foundation
and the Holcim Awards distinctiveness and a certain charisma.” And
with their decisions the jury undeniably managed to augment this
charisma.

The members of the global Holcim Awards jury
(from the left): Ashok Lall (India), Olivia la O'
Castillo (Philippines), Enrique Norten (Mexico),
Thom Mayne (USA, sitting), Hansjürg Leibundgut
(Switzerland), Mohsen Mostafavi (USA, sitting),
Rachid Benmokhtar Benabdellah (Morocco, standing at top), Adèle Naudé Santos (USA, head of
jury), Urs Bieri (Switzerland), Mekvichai Banasopit
(Thailand), Claude Fussler (France), Kaarin Taipale
(Finland, standing at top), Hans-Rudolf Schalcher
(Switzerland), Tim Macfarlane (UK).
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Roland Walker, Delegate of the Management Board of the Holcim Foundation and Head of Holcim Communications

“An unmistakable statement”
people involved combined perfectly
to form a successful whole – and I
choose that word deliberately, because a bit of luck must always be a
part of such events. The event shows
that Swiss precision and Thai improvisation can join to form an ideal
symbiosis. Events of this size require
an equal dose of both: exact organization and flexible execution.

Roland Walker: "The Holcim Awards is an ambitious competition that is here to stay."

“Foundations”: How would you assess “Bangkok 2006,” the global Holcim Awards ceremony and celebration?
Roland Walker: I’m enthusiastic
about it. When you know how huge
the effort was, it’s hard to believe
that this event was carried out without a single glitch worthy of mention. Everyone did their jobs carefully, efficiently, and hand in hand.
I would like to express my gratitude
to everyone who helped make this
event a success – especially the employees of Siam City Cement, the
team from the Holcim Foundation,
and those who helped from other
Group companies.

What do you consider the highlight
of the event?
For me the main thing is that with
“Bangkok 2006” and the entire first
cycle of the Holcim Awards we have
made an unmistakable statement –
we have reached a large audience
and proven that the Holcim Awards
is an ambitious, serious competition
that is here to stay. I am especially
glad that in this context the jury
chose to award 4 projects that could
hardly have been more diverse. This
range accurately reflects the vast
spectrum of sustainable construc-

tion. We had no influence on the jury
– but we are glad that the winning
projects represent a variety of regions of the world.
Is the first cycle of the Holcim Awards
now completely over?
For us the review phase begins now.
We want to see what was especially
good, what we should keep for the
next cycle – and what we can do better next time. We don’t have time to
relax after the big effort, because
the next cycle will begin soon. It’s
particularly important that we continue to follow the projects that
have won Holcim Awards. We want
to know what results from the exciting ideas and ambitious innovations.
That’s why we are working on a comprehensive book that will document
the 46 Award-winning projects from
all regions. We are grateful for the
continuing support of our partner
universities – their collaboration remains essential for us!

With so many people involved,
weren’t there inefficiencies?
On the contrary. We were lucky that
the contributions of the various
Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction
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“At the beginning of a movement!”
The diversity of the projects that won a global Holcim Award triggered
great media interest worldwide – and it gives evidence of the broad international and multicultural support of the Holcim Foundation. “We are
at the beginning of an important movement,” is the tone shared by the
press. Holcim’s commitment to sustainable construction has earned
broad recognition. It positions Holcim, as sponsor of the Foundation, as a
company that assumes responsibility beyond the borders of its industry.

Foundations 5
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Holcim Forum for Sustainable Construction 2007

Urban transformation –
the future of our cities
A welcome banner at Tongji University in Shanghai, China, for the exhibition of the global Award
winning projects. Next year the Holcim Forum will
take place on this campus.

Host of the Holcim Forum 2007:
Tongji University, Shanghai

The next big event planned by the
Holcim Foundation will take place in
China: the Holcim Forum for Sustainable Construction 2007. Next April,
experts from throughout the world
will meet to explore the topic of
“Urban Transformation” and discuss
pragmatic concepts for the future of
our cities.
Like the first Holcim Forum, which
was held in 2004 in Switzerland to
discuss “Basic Needs,” the second Forum will also bring together international experts from architecture,
civil engineering, urban planning,
natural and social sciences, and representatives from business, politics,
administration, and civil society. The
forum will take place from April 19 to
21, 2007. More than 200 participants
are expected, among them many
prominent experts from every region
of the globe.
This international platform will advance concepts for urban transfor-

mation, aiming to deliver tangible
benefits to diverse communities. The
forum will offer outstanding opportunity for interdisciplinary exchange of experience and knowledge in many ways: through keynote
speeches, various workshops, panel
discussion, and an optional full-day
case-study tour in the Shanghai region. It will offer rich opportunity for
individual discussion and networking – including an international student poster competition to solicit
the vision of the next generation.

“Foundations” is the Group internal newspaper
of the Holcim Foundation for Sustainable
Construction and is distributed to the readers
of the Holcim News. “Foundations” is available as PDF via HolSpace on:
web.holcim.com/foundation
Holcim Foundation
for Sustainable Construction
Hagenholzstrasse 85
CH-8050 Zurich/Switzerland
Phone +41 58 858 82 92
Fax +41 58 858 82 99
info@holcimfoundation.org
www.holcimfoundation.org

Tongji University, a partner university of the Holcim Foundation,
is among the oldest and most
prestigious institutes of higher
learning in China. It was founded
by a German doctor in May 1907 –
and will turn 100 just a few weeks
after the Holcim Forum. “Tongji”
means “cooperating by riding in
the same boat.” The university
still lives up to this name today.
Tongji has very close working relationships with other universities,
and its collaboration with universities in German-speaking countries is particularly fruitful today.
The 41,000 students of Tongji
University are taught in a dozen
colleges with numerous departments. Experts consider Tongji
the most important architecture
school in its region of the world.
Tongji University is also famous
for the size and quality of its libraries and laboratories, for its research, and for the diversity of its
faculty and its student body.

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction

Thank you for making
our world more
sustainable

Winner: Christoph Ingenhoven,
Ingenhoven Architekten, Düsseldorf, Germany

The design for a new main
station in Stuttgart,
Germany, reclaims lost urban
space and stimulates social
pride through a new urban
center that displays aesthetic
sensibility and mastery of
materials.

3,000 participants from 118 countries submitted
sustainable construction projects. The most
outstanding were honored with global Holcim
Awards. Gold goes to Germany and Venezuela, silver
to Italy and bronze to Canada. Congratulations.

Winners: Silvia Soonets, Isabel Cecilia Pocaterra,
Maria Ines Pocaterra, Victor Gastier,
Proyectos Arqui 5 CA, Caracas, Venezuela
The plan for refurbishing
San Rafael-Unido in Caracas,
Venezuela, not only advances
local pride and resourcefulness; it is an ethically
responsive and environmentally sensitive approach to
sustainably minimizing
socioeconomic hardship.
Winners: Luigi Centola, Centola & Associati,
Rome; Mariagiovanna Riitano, University of
Salerno, Italy; in cooperation with partners in
Italy, Spain, the USA and UK
“Waterpower – Renewal
Strategy for the Mulini
Valley near Amalfi, Italy” is a
regional masterplan that
renews through sensitive
preservation and innovation
instead of replacement,
beautifully integrating the
natural and built environments.
Winners: Daniel S. Pearl with Mark Poddubiuk
and Bernard Olivier, L’OEUF, Montreal, Canada
“Greening the Infrastructure
at Benny Farm in Montreal,
Canada” is a low-cost
housing and urban renewal
project skillfully designed to
incorporate many beneficial
technologies for excellent
building performance and
sustainable efficiency.
The Holcim Awards is a competition of the Holcim Foundation for Sustainable
Construction based in Switzerland. The independent Foundation is an
initiative of Holcim Ltd, one of the world’s leading suppliers of cement and
aggregates (crushed stone, sand and gravel) as well as downstream activities
such as ready-mix concrete and asphalt including services. The Group holds
majority and minority interests in more than 70 countries on all continents.
The next Holcim Awards competition will
open for submissions in the second half of
2007. www.holcimawards.org

